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ABSTRACT
La-modified lead zirconate titanate (PLZT) thin films were prepared to
study their physical properties at macro- and nanoscale. Piezoresponse
force microscopy (PFM) studies suggest a local imprint behavior at
room temperature. Confirmed by P-E hysteresis loops recorded at 180-
300 K, the imprint effect at room temperature tends to disappear at
lower temperatures. In addition, the remanent polarization gradually
increases and then decreases after reaching a maximum at around
243 K. This behavior suggests the occurrence of a reentrant dipole
glass or an activated electric field effect in the studied PLZT films.
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1. Introduction

Lanthanum-modified lead zirconate titanate Pb1-xLax(Zr1-yTiy)1-x/4O3 (PLZT) in the ceramic
form has been used in different technological applications specially as a result of their
remarkable electrooptic properties [1, 2]. Depending on the La/Zr/Ti composition, PLZT
exhibits either ferroelectric or relaxor behavior. Relaxor behavior in PLZT is related to the
charge disorder caused by cations of different valences randomly distributed over the equiva-
lent crystallographic positions, i.e., Pb2C and La3C on A sites of the perovskite structure [3].
In contrast to normal ferroelectrics, a wide peak in the temperature dependence of the
dielectric permittivity with temperature and frequency dispersion characterizes the relaxor
phenomenon. In addition, the phase transition in these materials depends on the external
applied electric field on cooling, so that the material transforms from a paraelectric phase to
an ergodic relaxor one [3]. From the technological point of view, PLZT composition La/Zr/
Ti D 9/65/35 mol% is particularly important since its dielectric permittivity and electro-opti-
cal coefficients exhibit their maximum values at this ratio [4, 5].

In the past two decades, there was an extensive research on PLZT thin films mainly moti-
vated by the advances in instrumentation to probe physical properties with nanoscale resolu-
tion [6], by the advent of new integrated optical devices [7], and by the better scientific
comprehension of their physical properties in comparison with bulk ceramics [8]. In addi-
tion to open issues associated to the nature of the polar nano-clusters in the physics of relax-
ors [9] or to the new strategies to map the local polarization disorder and associated
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properties at nanoscale in PLZT system [10], other issues have received attention of the sci-
entific community. Among these issues, a reentrant dipole glass feature recently observed in
perovskite-type BaTiO3-BiScO3 [11, 12] and BaTiO3-AgNbO3 [13] solid solutions opened
fruitful discussions on the possible scenarios giving rise to such phenomenon. A gradual
increase in the switchable polarization on cooling up to a maximum value before decreasing
the polarization at lower temperatures characterizes the reentrant behavior in these materials
[12]. On the other hand, a recent report on the like reentrant relaxor behavior observed in
tungsten bronze (Sr,Ba)Nb2O6 (SBN) ceramics suggests that the observed phenomenon is
due to the increase of coercive field rather than a decrease in the long-range interaction of
structural dipoles on cooling [14]. This scenario demonstrates that the subject is open for
discussions and has motivated additional investigations on the origin of the reentrant phe-
nomena in relaxors.

In the present work, we investigate the local piezoelectric properties and the effects of fre-
quency and temperature on the coercive field and remanent polarization of polycrystalline
PLZT thin films prepared by chemical route. To our knowledge, there are no reports in the
literature addressing the issue in ceramics or in PLZT thin films. The local piezoelectric
properties were studied using piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) technique at room
temperature, while the macroscopic P-E hysteresis loops were acquired to access the ferro-
electric properties at different temperatures and frequencies.

2. Experimental

PLZT thin films with nominal composition (Pb0.91La0.09)(Zr0.65Ti0.35)0.977O3 have been
deposited on Pt/TiO2/SiO2/Si(100) substrates by spin coating at 5000 rpm for 30 seconds
using a polymeric chemical route based on modified Pechini method, such as described else-
where [15]. The pyrolysis was carried out by putting the films directly on a hot plate at
»200�C for 5 minutes and then in an electric furnace at 300 �C for 1 hour. The film thick-
ness increases when depositing new layers on the previously pyrolyzed film layer and repeat-
ing the same procedure to remove the organics. Upon obtaining the desired film thickness, a
final temperature annealing at 700 �C for 1 hour promoted the final film crystallization. The
obtained films were 540 nm in thickness.

PFM using a commercial atomic force microscope (Ntegra Prima, NT-MDT) equipped
with a tip-cantilever system (Nanosensors) has been used to study the local piezoelectric
properties of the PLZT films. The PFM images were acquired under a probing AC voltage
with amplitude of 5 V and frequency of 50 kHz. The driving frequency was chosen being far
from contact resonance in the cantilever-sample system to avoid the ambiguity in experi-
mental data. The PFM signal was acquired by a lock-in amplifier (SR-830A, Stanford
Research) set for the time constant and sensitivity of 10 ms and 1 mV, respectively. The
PFM images were obtained in vertical PFM mode (R cos’) so that bright and dark contrast
reflected the parallel or antiparallel polarization directions caused by the probing electric
field [16].

For electrical measurements, the top electrodes were sputter-deposited as an array of Au
circular dots (0.3 mm in diameter) over an area of 1 £ 1 cm2. P-E hysteresis loops were mea-
sured using FE module of AixACCT TF 2000 system (aixACCT Systems GmbH, Germany).
Bipolar triangular voltage pulses were applied to the sample and the current was measured
using a virtual ground transimpedance amplifier. The prepolarization pulses were
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established at a defined polarization state before each measurement. The sample was
mounted on the Linkam THMS 600 (Linkam Scientific) stage to maintain the temperature
in the range from RT to ¡90 �C. The probe station with silver tips (curvature radius 70 mm)
was used to provide an electrical contact with the samples. The contact pressure was finely
adjusted to maintain a good electrical contact without film puncture.

3. Results and discussion

The topography and piezoresponse images of the studied PLZT thin film are shown in
Figs. 1a and 1b, respectively. Although some elongated grains were observed in topography
image, we saw mainly spherical grains with the average grain size 438 nm. The bright and
dark areas in out-of-plane image in Fig. 1b refer to upward and downward polarization
states, respectively, while intermediate contrast refers to piezoresponse signal close to zero.
The homogeneous contrast in Fig. 1b reveals that studied film is quite homogeneous in terms
of piezoresponse.

Black squares in Fig. 1c refer to the distribution of the piezoresponse signal acquired from
piezoresponse image in Fig. 1b, while red line in the same figure is a fitting curve performed
using a Gaussian function. The curve similar to the one shown in Fig. 1c is a statistical distri-
bution of the piezoelectric signal related to the domain configurations in a ferroelectric [17],

Figure 1. (a) Topography and (b) piezoresponse images (15 £ 15 mm2) of the studied PLZT thin film. (c)
Distribution of the local piezoresponse signal and (d) hysteresis loops at 1 kHz frequency and 293 K.
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where the out-of-plane polarization is due to the effective d33 piezoelectric coefficient [16].
Thus, the observed peak in this distribution curve is associated with the most probable
domain configuration. As such, only one peak observed in Fig. 1c indicates predominance of
unimodal polarization domains in the studied PLZT film.

In Fig. 1c, the d33 peak is slightly shifted to positive values (d33 peak » 5.7 £ 10¡3 V) and
is almost symmetrical around 0 V. Let us now consider the relevance of the peak shift and
asymmetries in the distribution curve shown in Fig. 1c. These peak shifts or asymmetries
may be due to instrumental effects or be a result of self-polarization (an imprint effect) in
the films. In the present study, we used stiff cantilevers with k spring constant interacting
with film surface, so that the capacitive contribution (/Vac=k) of the cantilever is expected
to be minimal if compared to the piezoelectric contribution (d33Vac) [18]. Under these con-
siderations and the additional fact that the magnitude of the effective piezoelectric coefficient
d33 is independent on the tip radius [19], tip geometry or electrostatic effects can be excluded
as probable mechanisms responsible by small asymmetry observed in the distribution curve
in Fig. 1c.

Excluding instrumental effects, imprint is another possible effect responsible for the small
shift observed on the d33 peak in distribution of the piezoresponse signal. Sometimes referred
as a self-polarization effect [20], the imprint appears typically in ferroelectric thin films due
to an internal built-in electric field leading to asymmetries in the hysteresis loops at both
macro- and nanoscale. To infer about a possible self-polarization in the studied film, Fig. 1d
plots macroscale P-E hysteresis loops at 1 kHz frequency at room temperature (293 K). The
coercive field and remanent polarization are marked in the figure. The asymmetries observed
in remanent polarization (DPr D PC

r ¡P¡
r D C0.7 mC/cm2) and coercive field

(DEc D EC
c ¡ E¡

c D ¡12.8 kV/cm) suggest a weak self-polarization with a predominance
of domains toward the free surface of the film. In other words, DEc < 0 and DPr> 0 assume
a small build-in electric field toward free surface of the film. Assuming a qualitative descrip-
tion for the self-polarization (Pi) described by the following Pi/ d33 [21], where d33 is the
piezoresponse signal at maximum in the distribution curve in Fig. 1c, the asymmetry
observed in P-E hysteresis loops in Fig. 1d agrees with the small shift observed in the effec-
tive d33 in Fig. 1c.

Fig. 2a shows the P-E hysteresis loops in PLZT thin film at 183 K in the frequency range
from 50 Hz to 5 kHz, while the hysteresis loops at 1 kHz frequency at temperatures in the
range 183–293 K are shown in Fig. 2b. Small changes were observed in the saturation polari-
zation in both figures, as well as weak changes in the remanent polarization and coercive
field. To reveal the temperature dependence of hysteresis loops, the differences in the rema-
nent polarizations (DPr DPC

r ¡ P¡
r ) and coercive fields (DEc DEC

c ¡ E¡
c ) as functions of

temperature were plotted in Figs. 2c and 2d, respectively.
From Figs. 2c and 2d, we observe that both DPr and DEc decrease with temperature

decreasing indicating more symmetrical hysteresis loops at low temperatures. The thickness
dependence of the self-polarization of PLZT films recently reported [22] demonstrates that
self-polarization increases for thinner films. Additionally, the results indicate that Schottky
barriers close to the bottom film-substrate interface is the probable mechanism responsible
for the self-polarization in the studied PLZT films. Applying an electric field on cooling, a
diffuse phase transition relaxor (ergodic) to relaxor (nonergodic) or relaxor-to-ferroelectric
phase transition are different possibilities to occur [3]. In both cases, it is expected that a
build-in electric field will produce the same effect in the hysteresis loops in relaxor or
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ferroelectric phase. Therefore, the decrease in both DPr and DEc indicates that the build-in
electric field in the bottom interface tends to vanish at low temperatures.

Figs. 3a and 3b show the frequency dependences of the remanent polarization and coer-
cive field at the temperature 183 K, respectively. We observe that the remanent polarization
decreases with increasing frequency within the studied range, while the coercive field
decreases at first, and then increases almost linearly after reaching the minimum value at
500 Hz frequency. Often, the shape of the hysteresis loops can be affected by factors such as
film thickness, oxygen vacancies, complex defects, mechanical stresses, preparation condi-
tions, frequency of measurements, etc. [23]. Therefore, these factors also affect the related
properties such as remanent polarization and coercive field.

The remanent polarization decreasing with the increase of frequency can be discussed in
terms of domain motion. Increasing the frequency of the applied electric field, most domains
are reversible by the external electric field, but some domains cannot follow the electric field dur-
ing the switching. Consequently, the remanent polarization decreases with increasing frequency
(Fig. 3a). In addition, defects and oxygen vacancies trapped in domain boundaries are responsi-
ble for the decrease of polarization in ferroelectric films, since pinned domains cannot be
switched [24]. These mechanisms also lead to a decrease of the remanent polarization.

Based on the Avrami [25–27] theory for nucleation and crystallite growth, Ishibashi and
Orihara [28] proposed a comprehensive model for the P-E hysteresis loops to explain the

Figure 2. P-E hysteresis loops in PLZT thin film: (a) at 183 K in frequency ranged from 50 Hz to 5 kHz and
(b) at 1 kHz frequency in temperature range from 183 to 293 K. Temperature dependences of the differences
(c) DPr DPC

r ¡P¡
r and (d) DEc DEC

c ¡E¡
c at 1 kHz frequency. Lines in (c) and (d) are drawn as a guide to

the eye.
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frequency dependence of coercive field in terms of a power law Ec fð Þ/ f n, where n is a fre-
quency coefficient. Thus, the frequency behavior of coercive field is governed by the motion
of domain walls in different ferroelectric systems and has been interpreted in terms of the
resistance increasing to the domain wall motion during switching [29]. The above-men-
tioned power law for Ec has been experimentally observed for Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT) ceramics
[30] and thin films [31], and more recently has been theoretically studied in detail from the
first principles [32]. However, the physics explaining the unexpected increase of coercive
field observed in Fig. 3b with decreasing below 500 Hz is not yet clear. Higher Ec values
observed at lower frequencies for Fe-doped PZT ceramics were attributed to the conduction
contribution [33]. Despite the probable influence of defects and motion of the domain walls
on the coercive field increasing at lower frequencies as observed in this work, further studies
are needed to understand better this behavior.

Figs. 3c and 3d show the remanent polarization and coercive field behaviors as functions
of temperature at three different frequencies. As the temperature decreases, the remanent
polarization initially increases and then decreases slightly after reaching a maximum at
243 K for all frequencies. On the other hand, the coercive field increases almost linearly for
all frequencies when temperature decreases. This trend suggests the occurrence of a reen-
trant dipole glass or an activated electric field effect in the studied PLZT film.

The dielectric relaxation in relaxors characterized by frequency dispersion in the tempera-
ture dependence of the dielectric permittivity is also observed in strongly disordered dipole
glass materials [3]. By analogy with the spin-glass theory, the basic features of relaxors could

Figure 3. Frequency dependence of the (a) remanent polarization and (b) coercive field at 183 K. Temper-
ature dependence of the (c) remanent polarization and (d) coercive field at 1, 3, and 5 kHz frequencies.
Lines are drawn as a guide to the eye.
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be explained [34], so that the transition from weak-ferroelectric to the non-ergodic dipole-
glass state is a possible explanation for the reentrant dipole-glass behavior observed in the
BaTiO3-BiScO3 [11] and BaTiO3-AgNbO3 [13] systems. More consistent with dipole glass
behavior (as compared to canonical relaxor ferroelectric such as Pb(Mg1/3,Nb2/3)O3 or uni-
axial relaxor (Sr,Ba)Nb2O6), the characteristics, such as high activation energies (»0.2-
0.3 eV) determined by Vogel-Fulcher relation and the maximum of Pr before it decreases at
low temperatures, suggest a “true” reentrant phenomenon in the BaTiO3-BiScO3 system
[11]. Other relaxor ferroelectric systems show similar behavior for the temperature depen-
dence of the switchable polarization, but the origin of the phenomenon is attributed to other
artifacts [14]. In a recent work, Bokov and Ye [35] have presented a comprehensive overview
on the reentrant relaxors and concluded that in most cases it is difficult to distinguish
between a genuine reentrant phenomenon and artifacts associated to intrinsic or extrinsic
relaxation process.

PLZT system has been intensively studied in the past by scientific and technological rea-
sons, but some topics remain open to discussions. Among rare reports on the field depen-
dent switchable polarization on cooling, the effect of temperature on remanent polarization
for PLZT compositions exhibits a gradual increase in Pr with decreasing temperature and no
abrupt change at the dielectric permittivity maximum [36]. At the composition 9/65/35, this
behavior has been associated with the fact that a metastable ferroelectric phase can be
induced by application of sufficiently high electric field during cooling [3]. In addition, the
temperature dependence of dielectric permittivity on field-cooled and zero-field-cooled-
field-heated quasistatic regime indicates a glass-like freezing process in 9/65/35 PLZT
ceramics [37]. Despite the temperature dependence of remanent polarization observed in
the present work and the above considerations, it is not possible to affirm that it is a “true”
reentrant dipole glass effect. Further investigations are, therefore, needed to examine the
temperature dependence of remanent polarization under different electric fields to infer
about the mechanisms and to clarify the true origin of this phenomenon observed in the
present work.

4. Conclusion

In summary, physical properties of PLZT thin films at macro- and nanoscale were investi-
gated. Studies using piezoresponse images indicate an existence of self-polarization at room
temperature due to a build-in electric field so that domains are oriented towards film free
surface. P-E hysteresis loops at different temperatures confirm the effect at macroscale that
tends to disappear al low temperatures. The remanent polarization increasing on cooling
and decreasing after reaching a maximum value at around 243 K suggests the occurrence of
a reentrant dipole glass or an activated electric field effect in the studied PLZT film. How-
ever, it is not possible at this moment to affirm if this a “true” reentrant dipole glass effect or
artifacts associated with intrinsic or extrinsic relaxation processes in the studied PLZT film.
Further studies are needed to clarify the true origin of this phenomenon observed in the
present work.
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